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Z .51 /Pf .1 in pair with a normal copy . The original raised relief steel die was made in two
parts : the center design, and the frames for the values . A matrix of 100 fields was
prepared by pressing the composite die into a sheet of lead alloy . Four galvanos were
fashioned from the matrix and butted together to make a printing form of 400 fields.
When the form was examined, they found that one field in each 100-field segment had
an inverted frame . Instead of filling and repolishing the incorrect field in the matrix before
reentering the field, they simply tried to "erase" the error by exerting extra pressure when
reentering the frame die . As we know today, they did not succeed .
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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

How are we doing? Judging by two recent letters, the answer is
splendid! One member writes, "I enjoy reading your fine publication
and keep learning through the interesting articles about our common
hobby . As a member of the silent majority, please convey my personal
"thank you" to all members of the board who work so hard for
members like myself." You're welcome!

The second letter is from a new member and, thus far, the only
warm body to join on the "strength" of our Scott Catalog

advertisement. Are they really selling any catalogs? Well, the letter is much
better : "Yesterday, l received a copy of Tell. I was very surprised by
the content of your publication . If this is a sampling of future copies,
you will never hear any complaints from me . It was packed with so
much useful information l cannot tell you the amount of pleasure l got
from reading it ." We try to please and are most happy that you joined.
Te// will be interesting so long as members are willing to contribute.

That's the good news. But, there is one thing we're not doing well:
recruiting new members . This year, we lost the usual 10% . Some will
drift back during the year, but the attrition remains . We need
everyone's help in this matter. Although we're working on better
mousetraps, they take time to develop . In the meantime, we prepared
a card, shown on the next page, which can be inserted into anything
you think might help bring in new members . Consider your local club
activities, sales and exchange packets, etc . If you think of a way to
put the cards to good use, drop me a card telling me how many you
need. Also, you can get membership applications from our Secretary.

Our sales circuits are certainly a big hit among our members . The
1989 figures were substantial by anyone's standard . Two aspects
bother me though. One is the high cost of mailing, including insurance.
Sellers should always keep this in mind because the total cost to
buyers, purchased items plus mailing, is very high . While no sales
book, from first to last page, can ever contain enough exotic material
to fulfill every buyer's dreams, at least the buyers should expect
decent, clean, sound material . They don't expect half-empty books
with the remainder filled with torn, wrinkled, faded, tatty stuff . If you,
as a seller, cannot fill a book with good duplicate material, leave some
pages empty rather than filling them with murdered philatelic material
that no one will buy . Then tear out those empty pages so buyers
won't have to pay to mail dead weight.
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After so many years of controversy, I'm always surprised when l
see mint stamps mounted with hinges in sales books . Whether a mint
stamp is postfrisch or has already been hinged, it should be displayed
in a sales book in one of those clear poly pouches that can be
purchased at very little cost from the APS Sales Division.

As I mentioned in the
last issue of Tell, we had
a minor dispute about
the proper care of six
mint stamps for sale.
I've already offered two
of them to the member-
ship and here are the
remaining four stamps.
Clearly, they are not in
pristine condition, the
gum is slightly disturbed;
but they are priced ac-
cordingly . The highest
bid over $30, paid to
AHPS as a donation, will
fill four very important
spaces in your Swiss
collection.

Only two members (in addition to the originator of the idea)
expressed interest and willingness to pay for a translation of the most
recent Strubel bible by Hans Hunziker (see my note at the bottom of
p .9 in the Jan .90 Tell) . Needless to say, this level of interest cannot

Z DII 38*
Specimen Ovpt .

Z WI 51*
Ret.2

Z 277 Pf .2*
Missing Spoke

Z 205y*
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justify the effort required for a thorough translation of this book.
However, another member has stepped forward with two major articles
dealing with Strubels plus his own observations based upon his
extensive experience. I'm sure you will appreciate his effort . [Our
thanks to Herbert Brach . His series of articles continues in this issue.
We will take up Hunziker's book when we receive permission from the
publisher and author to print translated excerpts . — Ed .]

Reader's requests (continued):
U .N. & International Offices in Switzerland : We have at least two

experts among us who could tell you more about this field, but I get
the impression they are both rather busy . I will stay away from writing
about this subject because the last time I made a remark about one of
the sacred cows in this area of collecting, I got the experts all excited.
Instead, I'll refer you to the bible of this part of the hobby : United
Nations Philately. It's a handbook and a valuation guide, and brilliantly
compiled and edited by Arleigh Gaines (a most impressive two-volumes
of 3½" on 8½"x11" pages) . It's available for about $60 from R & D
Publications, Inc ., Box 351, Spring Valley NY 10977 . Mr. Gaines
updates it annually with three supplements (about $181 ; keeping it
current is easy due to the 3-ring binding . Anyone serious about
augmenting a Swiss collection with material from the various offices
(not just stamps), should consider getting this handbook . If you are
interested in just one particular office, you might want to request
copies of the pertinent pages from the APRL. To make that easier,
here are the beginning page numbers for each chapter:

UN Geneva, cacheted FDC 429
Cancels 571
Meters 625

(also see Tell 3/89, p .81)
International Reply Coupons 661
Labels and Forms 685
Flight Covers 725
Show Cachets 825
League of Nations 1001
International Labor Organization 1031
UN European Office 1075
International Education Bureau 1125
World Health Organization 1151
Universal Postal Union 1181
International Telecommunications Union 1225
World Meteorological Organization 1251
International Refugee Organization 1301
World Intellectual Property Organization 1409
G .A .T.T. 1487
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

By now, you've probably noticed the new look of Tell. I've replaced
my old, gap-toothed Times Roman type and replace it with Univers,
which is quite a bit easier to read and somewhat more "Swiss ." How
do you like it? Along with a type change, other typographical features
such as box rules for tables are now part of my repertoire.

Also by now, some of you are probably thinking about Helvetia
Genève 90, the major Swiss philatelic show for the year . Most of us
will just have to dream about attending . If any of you are going, please
take a camera and take a few photos to share with us in Tell. At the
show, the Swiss PTT will be issuing, on Sept . 6th, a block that will
contain four 50c stamps and be sold for sFr . 3 . – .

The new issue on March 6th of the 50c "Cat" definitive came in the
nick of time. According to Michael Rutherfoord, who seems to know
all, there was a shortage of 50c definitives . This was due to extensive
use of the 50c Postman cylinder which caused more wear than could
be repaired by re-chroming and a new transfer operation was no longer
considered practicable . The PTT had a contingency plan in the event
that 50c definitive supplies were exhausted : they would continue
selling the Lugano Fonoteca 50c commemorative until the "Cat's"
release date . In any case, I think most of us are pleased with the
appearance of the "Cat" if not pleased with the prospect of having
both low- and mid-value definitives replaced at the same time and the
resulting damage to our standing order account balances.

Gerhard Korn wrote to me about my comments about booklets in
previous issues : " It's time we put these 'collectors of cardboard ' in
their place! Please keep up the good work! I have been trying to do
my share by removing from the market whatever of the silly cardboard
that I can find, except the admirable PJs, folders and maximum cards,
of course." Gerry is certainly correct about one thing, one man's
philatelic dross is another's treasure.

Albert Altwegg, Jr . wants to correct a small error that appeared in
Rudy Schaelchli's article about Swiss soldier stamps (Nov . 1989) . The
article referred to the first Swiss soldier stamp catalog as being printed
by Paul Locher in 1936 . Of course, Chapter 4, Section D (pp . 405-
427) of the 1924 Zumstein Specialized qualifies as a catalog listing.

As long as I'm going through my mail, l should mention (somewhat
tardily) that the Germany Philatelic Society publishes a 162 page
German-English Philatelic Dictionary in 6"x9" format with a sturdy
cover. The cost is $13.50, postpaid . Write : GPS Service Center, PO
Box 779, Arnold MD 21012. If anyone wants our AHPS effort of the
same, send me a $5 check payable to AHPS and a 10"x13" envelope.

One last letter (in its entirety) : "Don't remember if I wrote you
concerning any info on Swiss revenues – need to give a little talk on
that subject – [Signed] " I'm still at a loss for words in response.
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Producing Tell every two months is no piece of cake . Every word
has to be typed into the word processor (except the auctions and an
occasional article which arrive on computer diskette) . Pages have to
be laid-out on boards for the printer . Leroy Wanamaker, sees that it's
printed properly, affixes the address labels and puts Tell in the mail.

The biggest problem is the constant lack of articles . Henry and I
cannot fill these pages all by ourselves . Sure, there are articles done
by others ; but, if you count pages, you'll see that only two people (out
of 400) are filling more than half of the pages. In the last issue we did
14 pages out of 31 (editorial) pages ; before that 13Y2 pages out of 25.
And, this issue shows the same ratio! We're tapped out.

Below, is a list of the topics requested by readers in the hope that
some of you would take up your pens or approach your keyboards and
produce some articles for Tell . In this and previous issues, Henry has
already touched upon a dozen requested topics which are candidates
for more expansive treatment . Start writing, or you can all look
forward to a 12-page Tell made up of advertisements.

Postal Stationery
Travel experience in Switzerland
Hotel stamps
Frama labels
Swiss stamps Who's Who
Sitting Helvetia printing method [see

cover –Ed .]
Sitting Helvetia (perf/imperf) usage
Current rates [see centerfold –Ed .]
SBZ articles translated
Color shades of Sitting & Standing

Helvetias [hard to do in a B&W
publication –Ed .]

Tales of collecting experiences
Covers of all types
Beginners collecting, especially afford-

able early issues ($50-$200)
Value of expertising stamps; which

issues need certificates; PFC/APS
vs . Swiss expert certificates

Plating studies
Liechtenstein
Helicopter covers
Usage dates (actual) for 1908-1940

(writer frustrated by not finding any
Z .162 for certain periods)

Review of available computer software,
insurance

Varieties on newer issues
Transition from Austrian to Swiss postal

adm. in Liechtenstein
History of pictorial cancels
Identification : Scott vs . Zumstein
FD covers, all kinds
Turnfest cards
Logistics of service to smaller POs (bag,

tray, rubber banded?)
Early 1800's postal history
Postage dues, T-cancels [see Te// 3/88

p .47 ; 7/88 p .121 ; 9/88 p .161 –Ed .]
Paper & plastic products used for col-

lecting
Stories behind issues
Postage rates 1850-1925, foreign rates

[see ongoing series –Ed .]
Early Swiss stamp dealers, expos, etc.
1900 UPU
Philatelic literature
Available collectors albums
Discuss current PTT issues (critique,

explanatory, etc .)
1907 definitives (Scott design A23-A28)
Rule of thumb for dealer buy prices (re-

ality, not theory, please)
First Swiss souvenir sheets, why and

how produced
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Strubel Usage Periods

	

Herbert Brach

Help Wanted!

For a logical understanding and classification of the various Strubel
issues, obtaining knowledge of their true usage periods is of vital
importance . The only unassailable evidence that we have from
contemporary sources on this subject is the following:
o The stamps printed in Munich (Aa & A) were released for sale on

the 14th and 15th of September, 1854.
o The first stamp printed in Bern (25B) was delivered to the Post

Office Department on Oct . 14, 1854 (and, presumably released for
sale that same day).

q The second stamp printed in Bern (22B) was delivered to the P .O.
on Nov . 4, 1854 (presumably released on the same day).

q The first 15 Rp . stamp printed in Bern (24B) was delivered on Feb.
14, 1855 (the Zumstein Specialized shows the first date of known
use as Jan. 29, 1855).

q The first 1 Fr . stamp (27C) was delivered to the P .O. on Feb. 14,
1855 (Zumstein cites a first appearance sometime that month).

q The first commercial size delivery of the Bern printing of the 40 Rp.
stamp was made on Mar . 30, 1855 ; 25 Rp. and 50 Rp. had been
delivered on Feb . 26 and Mar . 8, respectively (yet, Zumstein gives
Feb . 17, 1855 as the first day of use for 26C).

• The first 10 Rp . stamp to be printed in Bern (23B) was delivered to
the P .O . on May 29, 1855 (also Zumstein's first day of use).

q The only other firm date of first use, July 1, 1862, is that of 21G,
the 2 Rp . stamp.

o The Strubel issue was retired from sale as of Oct . 1, 1862 . Stamps
in the hands of the public could be used postally until July 31, 1863
with the exception of the 15 Rp . value which became invalid as of
Aug. 31, 1862 due to a postal rate change.

Those are the only contemporary source facts regarding Strubel
usage dates . All other information is derivative and obtained from the
evidence provided by the surviving stamps themselves.

The only other factual date which can be of help is May 23, 1857
when the use of grill cancels was discontinued and circular date
stamps were to be used exclusively to cancel stamps . The directive
that all grill cancelers were to be turned in on that date was largely
obeyed and May 23rd, 1857 thus serves as an important dividing line
in dating Strubels.

All other information regarding use dates is not chiselled in stone
and is subject to rectification on the basis of new evidence found . I
would like to ask all Strubel collectors to contribute to the store of
knowledge by giving us dates on stamps in their possession . In order
for this effort to have true meaning, l ask that two rules be strictly
observed : Do not report dates for stamps where there is the slightest
doubt as to its classification . Do not report dates where any guessing
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as to the month or year is involved due to an unclear strike (if the day
strike is unclear, show that as a question mark).

Table l will serve to get the ball rolling (I hope) . The information
presented was carefully prepared using the two rules above and using
the following sources : my own collection ; dealers' approvals personally
examined; clear illustrations appearing in reference books (specifically
Hunziker and d'Aujourd'hui) ; clear illustrations in recent Swiss auction
catalogs (specifically Rapp, Habsburg-Feldman, Schwarzenbach, Rölli,
Corinphila).

Please note the following data are of particular interest : dates earlier
than the first date or later than the last date reported; dates fitting into
major gaps, which are denoted with an "*" in Table I . [Editor's Note:
Mr. Brach's tables were quite extensive and have been edited for Tell;
only the earliest and latest dates are shown here .]

(text continues on page 89)
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The graphic representation in Figure 1 reflects the information
contained in Table I . It can readily be seen that adding to the available
data could help resolve some puzzles:

1) The anarchic transition period begins about July 1856 and only
shows signs of settling down around July-August 1857 . Routine does
not really prevail until the middle of 1858 . This critical period of
Strubel history includes the change of paper supplier, the start-up of
the new machine press in Bern, the appearance of the so-called
"Emergency " printings on thin paper, and the appearance of very
sloppy later printings of 23C, 26C and 22D . All are probably
connected with the obvious increase in the demand for stamps and the
resulting pressure on the production process.

2) Why was the most commonly used stamp, the 10 Rp . value, not
produced in its final form, 23G, until June 1859, while stamps of much
lesser usage, such as the 15 Rp. and 20 Rp . values, were produced
almost two years earlier?

3) Were the third printings of 23C (1857-1859) and 22D (1859),
with their skewed and uneven cliché arrangement, printed on the old
hand-press while the new machine-press went through a "shake-down"
period of first printing the less urgently needed 15 and 20 Rp . stamps
(July-August 1857) and then printing the new 5 Rp . value added in
Apr. 1858 before finally tackling the 10 Rp. value in June 1859?

4) When did the production of 26G begin? Why the enormous
longevity and multiple changes of the 26C printings from early 1855
until well into 1860?

5) Were the so-called "Emergency" printings (E and F) really a
response to a supply emergency for all values concerned? Can a stamp
(27E), that according to Hunziker lived through a six-year usage period
(1856-1862), be considered an emergency issue?

6) Are the gaps appearing in Table l truly gaps and therefore of
significance to be investigated? Or, can they be eliminated using data
I hope you can supply?

7) Can the usage period of 27C, from Feb . 1855 to Apr . 1863,
overlapping at least intermittently the entire use period of 27D, be
explained by stocks on hand in small post offices that rarely had use
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for transatlantic postage rates? Can you supply specifics as to
location?

8) Is it realistic to accept Apr . 10, 1857 as the first date of use for
24F when the preponderance of genuine copies have grill cancels?
With grill cancels disappearing in May 23, 1857, only six weeks later,
this doesn't seem logical . The problem, of course, is that early
certifiable 24F's on cover or piece are not in plentiful supply . Any solid
information on this subject would be particularly appreciated.

I'm sure you know other problems that could be resolved with solid
usage data. While your help with this project doesn't a guarantee a
solution to all problems, it will definitely advance our common
knowledge. I urge you to please participate . Herbert Brach, 13803
Crown Bluff, San Antonio TX 78216, USA.
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Stamp Comparison Test
Swiss Mid-Value Definitives

Steven S. Weston

In this issue, the unofficial AHPS Lab tests
the new Swiss mid-value definitives of 1989,
"Man & Work," against the series they are
replacing, the 1982/86 "Zodiac/Landscapes ."
As usual, we selected one stamp from each
series and tested them "perf to perf" using
the latest philatelic technology and unerring
subjective judgement.

For the test, we selected the 5 .50 Fr.
value of the new series which shows a
woman tailoring a dress (Z .784), and the
4.50 Fr. value of the old series which
shows the Zodiac sign of Capricorn and a
view of the town of Scuol (Z .693) . "Cap-
ricorn" was issued on 21 .11 .1984 and is
the 11th stamp of 14 in the series.
"Dressmaker," issued on 25 .V111 .89, is the
second of three announced stamps in a
series of unknown size . It's interesting to
note that 90 stamps have been issued by
the PTT in this five year interval.

"Capricorn" is the high-value of its
series; and "Dressmaker" will probably be the high-value of its series.
Both stamps were used to pay the inland express (special delivery)
letter rate at the time of their release . Also, their values were used as
a "building block " to make up the proper postage for medium weight
packages and printed matter mailings . AHPS members receiving Swiss
auction catalogs probably have several used copies of both stamps.
The one franc difference in values shows how much the Swiss express
rate has increased in five years.

"Capricorn" was issued on chalky paper with a phosphorescent
coating on the design side and shiny, whitish gum . "Dressmaker" was
issued on normal white paper with a fluorescent coating on the design
side and dull, clear synthetic gum . There are several reasons for these
changes. Normal, white paper is less expensive than chalky paper.
Although chalky paper provides added protection against stamp
washing, the PTT must have decided that the cost savings outweighed
potential revenue loss . The luminescent coating change was effected
due to the new facer/canceler equipment installed in 1987 . Synthetic
gum was adopted because it resists curling and sticking problems
related to storage in humid environments and because stamp users
prefer its taste, or lack of it.

The new luminescent coating is uniformly brighter than the old
phosphorescent coating which tends to be blotchy in appearance . In
normal light, the papers seem to have nearly equal brightness and both
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accept printing and canceling inks easily. We didn't have sufficient
quantity of either stamp in used condition to make up a load in the
Maytag for a washing test . Our gum taste testers clearly preferred the
synthetic gum; but, there have been reports of stamp purchasers
attempting to return "ungummed" stamps because the gum is virtually
invisible . The stamps underwent rigorous humidity testing at our lab
on the southern California coast where conditions can change from
80' F and 85% humidity to 90'F and 8% humidity overnight . The new
gum formulation is clearly superior in resisting curling and unwanted
sticking.

For some years now, nearly all Swiss stamps have been perforated
in gauge 11%. Compound perforated 13 :13%, "Dressmaker" breaks
with this tradition . I can think of only a few PJ and PP stamps issued
since 1907 with compound perforation . The reason for the increase in
perforation count per centimeter can only be guessed, but it may be
due to the on-line perforation equipment on the new combo press at
Bern . Or, since high values are dispensed in onesy-twosy fashion, the
postal counter clerks asked for something easier to tear apart.
Although this may be good from an efficiency standpoint, I worry
about the clerks' future cardiovascular fitness if this new gauge comes
into widespread use.

Since both series represent mid-range values of more than one
franc, there must be some protection against counterfeiting . This was
accomplished by partially printing the stamps with the line engraving,
or intaglio, method. Not only does this make the stamp harder to
reproduce faithfully, it also results in a more pleasing appearance due
to the very fine detail that can be printed . In this case, only one color
was printed by intaglio over the underlying printing . Coincidentally,
both stamps employ the same color of intaglio printed ink, a brownish
violet sometimes called mars violet in this country. However, the
appearance of the inks is quite different : "Capricorn" has a dull, flat-
surfaced ink; "Dressmaker" has a shiny, high-relief ink that does not
look unlike the thermoset ink used to print business cards . "Dress-
maker" has a nice "feel" due to the raised ink.

The engraved portions of both stamps was skillfully done : by Bickel
for "Capricorn ;" Schopfer for "Dressmaker ." Careful scrutiny disclosed
no mistakes, but "Dressmaker" shows evidence of ink collecting in the
corners of intersecting lines due to the viscous nature of the ink and its
heavy application . It will be interesting to see if any constant inking
varieties occur as the plates wear . " Capricorn " displays greater
engraved detail and certainly took longer to engrave than "Dressmaker"
which is crudely done in comparison . Assuming equal engraver skill,
one might suppose that the PTT is cutting costs by specifying a simpler
design that can be executed in less time.

The design underlying the engraving was printed by rotogravure for
"Capricorn" and by offset for "Dressmaker ." Gravure produces much
finer detail due to the 300 line per inch screen used, whereas offset
printing is limited to 133-150 lines per inch . Consequently, very subtle
shading and mixing of colors can be accomplished using gravure . Only
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two underlying colors were used on the stamps : pale cobalt-blue and
stone (light olive-brown) for "Capricorn ;" carmine-lilac and lilac-grey for
"Dressmaker ."

By shading and mixing colors on a gravure press, "Capricorn"
achieves a high fidelity representation of a public plaza in Scuol : a
fountain and statue dominate in the left foreground ; the street recedes
into the mid-ground with buildings depicted in perspective along the
street; the background shows a snow covered hill and two mountain
peaks in the distance. There is much detail in this miniature landscape:
water pouring from the fountainhead, decorative under-eave painting
and stonework on the houses, and window and door recesses.

On the other hand, "Dressmaker" has little resemblance to reality in
that it lacks a sense of three-dimensional space, lighting and life . The
colors certainly wouldn't prompt anyone to buy a dress from this
dressmaker who has unusually colored hair as well . She's shown
working on a cloth draped upon a dressmakers' dummy but the dummy
seems to be six feet away from her. In the background stand two
models frozen in a space that is swooping down and away from them.
Detail is limited to the dressmaker's pin caddie and a large number of
wrinkles on her neck.

"Capricorn" shows superior design and typography . "Helvetia" is
rendered in Helvetica capitals with some shading . The denomination
is large and easy to read with a nicely designed and shaded numeral set
outside of the picture area. A nice touch is the way the " 5" and the
"0" are "married ." The picture area is square and set low in the
vertical rectangle of the stamp and invites one to look a bit more
closely. The Capricorn sign is set in a location that connects the
picture to the stamp itself . All in all, a nice design by Gebr . Lenz.

Haettenschweiler's design for "Dressmaker" is not as good.
"Helvetia" is rendered in half-tone lower case letters and seems to fade
into the stamp design . The denomination is printed using smallish
dropout numerals almost as if someone were embarrassed to ask five
francs fifty for the stamp . The horizontal rectangular format shows too
much carmine-lilac with only a dull grey for relief . Our testers did not
enjoy looking at this stamp for long periods of time and often asked to
be let off early.

It would seem that "Dressmaker" represents an attempt to cut
costs . The Germans, Austrians, Israelis, even the US BEP use the
same type of press design and they produce better quality stamps.
Perhaps Bern should take a few steps back and look at what other
people are doing.

So concludes our test of these useful, if expensive, definitives . We
hope that most of you are prosperous enough to buy and use, or
collect both of them and welcome your comments after you've gotten
your hands, loupes, tongs and tongues on them. It's our highest
purpose to evaluate these primary philatelic products and to report the
results to the philatelic public . To that end we strive to maintain
accuracy and level headed judgement while conveying useful informa-
tion with a touch of humor . —
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Swiss Postal Rates Effective May 1, 1989 - Key words translated at bottom of page 97 .





Key Words:
Blindenschrift, braille publications . Briefe, letters . Drucksachen,
printed matter . Eilsendungen, special delivery . Einschreibtaxe,
registry fee . Nachnahmen, CoD . Nichteilige Massensendungen,
non-pressing mass-mailings . Postanweisungen, money orders.
Poetcheckverkehr, postal check traffic . Postkarten, postcards.
Postpakete, parcels . Rückschein, return receipt . Sendungen ohne
Adresse, unaddressed bulk mail . Warenmuster, samples . Wert-
sendungen, declared value shipments . –HR .



AHPS Mail Auction

It was planned to have the next auction in the July issue of Tell.
However, enough lots were received to permit Auction #87 in this
issue. There are some interesting attractive lots in a broad range of
categories including some early Swiss covers and a nice selection of
varieties . If sufficient lots are received prior to May 15th, they will be
included in the July auction . Please send your lots at an early date and
include full, complete descriptions.

AHPS Mail Auction #87

	

Closing Date : July 15, 1990
Values are from Zumstein 1989/90 Catalog unless stated otherwise ; 1 sFr . = $ .65.
Submit bids to : Vinai Grim, PO Box 674, Minocqua WI 54548.

Lot Description

	

$ Catalog/Est

SWITZERLAND
1 Z .41 (Sc .56) 30c Sitting Helvetia ; MH, hinge marks, perfs close

at bottom	 $374 .00
2 Z.44-52 (Sc .60-68) 1881 Sitting Helvetia in blocks of 4, MNH Fine 	 $169 .00
3 Z .66E/75E Lot of 62 1901-03 Standing Helvetia stamps ; used, condition

varies ; 5 different with quantities from 1 (75E) to 24 (73E) ; est	 $50 .00
4 Z.75E (Sc .97a) 1903 Standing Helvetia 1 Fr . carmine ; unused, Rellstab

certificate states "genuine, fresh, very well perforated with original
gum (hinge reminder), small and significant scratch at left of the
Helvetia ." Zumstein catalog at sFr . 900 ; est	 $100 .00

5 Z.205z St . Gotthard 20c; MNH F-VF ; grilled gum	 $18 .00
6 Z.228-39 (Sc .256-67) 1939 National Exhibition Issue ; F Mint VLH	 $31 .00
7 Z .285-90 (Sc .316-21) 1948 Landscape issue ; VF, MLH ; attractive set . $33 .00
8 Z .K12 (Sc .162a) TellSon 7½c tete-bêche ; F used ; machine cancel	 $52 .00
9 Z .DII 21y Official, perforated cross block of 4 ; VF used ; one nice

centered cancel ; Amateur Collector	 $48 .00
10 Z.Dlll 15 (Sc .2O29) SdN 10 Fr . ; MNH VF; minimum bid $300 .00	 $439 .00
11 Z.DIII 50y (Sc .2O50) SdN block of 4 with one center cancel and

UN Geneva Z .21 (Sc .7O27) cacheted FDC ; 2 items	 $23 .00

VARIETIES
12 Z .PP 7B (Sc .S6a) 20c Franchise stamp w/o control no . ; F, upper right

corner cancel ; minimum bid $20 .00	 $52 .00
13 Z .213/Pf .1 1938 League of Nations ; used VF ; two tone sky variety;

nice cds : Burg, 2 .VI .38 ; est	 $20 .00
14 Z .253/Pf .5 1941 Bern 750th Anniversary ; MNH; spider on hammer

variety, slight UR corner crease visible on back, appearance VF 	 $78 .00
15 Z.277/Pf .2 1947 Swiss Railway Centennial ; unused no gum ; missing

spoke variety ; sound condition	 $97 .50
16 Z .F .29/Pf .1 1941 50c Airmail on PTT Sheetlet; house on the right w/o

roof variety; sheetlet has CHEXBRES K21 cancellation	 $45 .50
17 Z .WI 51/R3 1929 Pro Juventute 20c(+5c) ; used F; retouched mountain-

side variety ; 2 short corner perfs	 $49 .00
18 Z.WI 59/R1 1931 Pro Juventute 20c(+5c) ; unused no gum, VF;

retouched pearl on the "2" ; Amateur Collector	 $55 .00
19 Z.WI 83/R1 1937 Pro Juventute 20c(+10c) ; "A" in Helvetia retouch;

used VF; LL corner cds, small faint bluish stain on UR does not
affect variety ; Amateur Collector	 $65 .00

20 Z.WI 83/R1 1937 Pro Juventute 20c(+ 10c) ; "A" in Helvetia retouch;
MH VF ; Amateur Collector 	 $65 .00
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Z .F1-2 (Sc .C1-2) 1919 Airmail propeller overprints ; unused hinged;
Rellstab certificate states "genuine, well perforated with original
gum (hinge reminders) in good condition" 	 $312 .00

22 Z.F4z-13z (Sc .C4a-12a/15a) ; MNH VF; in PTT mini-stock folder;
minimum bid $70 .00	 $97 .50

SEMI-POSTALS
23 Z.WI 100 (Sc .B115) 1941 Pro Juventute block of 4 ; used fine ; single

light centered cds, 2 short perfs on lower left 	 $42 .00
24 Z.WII l z (Sc .90a) 1938 Pro Patria ; used VF; grilled paper, cds, 1

short pert	 $84 .50
25 Z.WII 1z (Sc .B90a) 1938 Pro Patria ; MNH ; grilled gum	 $41 .00
26 Z.WII 14c 1941 Pro Patria 20c(+10c) ; brown vermillion shade ; used;

machine slogan cancel, 2 short perfs	 $97 .50
27 Z.Z24 Pair, 20c and 30c from 1936 PP souvenir sheet ; MNH VF	 $52.00

COVERS
28 Napoleon era letter dated Nov . 21, 1802 ; cut outs on sides were sealed

but only minor damage to text, some old hinge reinforcements of corner
folds ; letter from Bern, Republique Helvetia Le Secretaire d'etat to
Dedompierre, President de Tribunal, de District de Payerne, oval
Helvetia Republic cancel ; est	 $75 .00

29 Z.16II (Sc.8) Small cover, about 2¼"x5½" franked with Rayon II ; cover
has Geneva cancel (blue cds) 7 Juil 54; addressed to Trelex pros Nyon,
backstamped Nyon 7 Juil 54; back left side has tape discoloration and
right edge has old reinforcement along edge, front somewhat soiled 	 $228 .00

30 NABAG 1959 Balloon postflug cover, Zum . V/A 71 ; clean cover nicely
canceled with Z .339, 341, 344 (Sc .273a, 276a, 371) ; est	 $25 .00

31 Pro Aero registered cover La Chaux-de-Fonds/Lugano, Zum . V/A 67,
franked with Z .F45 and K .35 (Sc .C45 and 243a) ; est	 $65 .00

32 Five special flight covers in PTT folder ; Basel/Zurich 26.3 .1981
marking 50th Annv . of Swissair, Z.653 (Sc .698); 4 Pro Aero covers
30 .4 .81, Zurich/Chicago, Zurich/Helsinki, Zurich/Jakarta, Zurich/Buenos
Aires, each franked with Z.F48 (Sc .B479)	 $20 .00

33 1955 Pro Patria set on air mail cover to NY ; canceled 18 .VII .55
Conference a quatre, Palais des Nations cancel (Pén S .390) ; est	 $40 .00

34 1955 Pro Patria set on air mail cover to NY, canceled18.VII.55
Conference a quatre, Maison de la presse cancel (Pén S .389) ; est	 $40 .00

MISCELLANEOUS
35 Kiental K-cancel, K141, on PTT sheetlet ; very clean ; one of the

scarce K cancels ; est	 $80 .00
36 Z.281-4 (Sc .312-15) 1948 Bundesstaat blocks of 4; mint and canceled

set in PTT Souvenir descriptive booklet ; canceled items have single
centered FD 27 .2 .48 Westfalisher Friede, Revolution Neuchételoise
and 100 Jahre Bundesstaat cancels ; minimum bid $35 .00	 $60 .00

37 1943 Stamp Booklet Z .336; unexploded MNH ; consists of Z .202 (12x5),
Z .257 (12x10) and Z .215 (6X20) ; 1982 catalog sFr . 90 ; est	 $65 .00

38 Z.10 (Sc .10) 1918 Prince Johann 20th ; VF MNH; 100 copies in 2 pieces
(20 and 80) folded to blocks of ten	 $114 .00

Membership Report

	

Richard Hall

New Members
2364 Lewis Berg, Florida

	

2365 Harry Forsythe, Florida
2366 Sherwin Podolsky, California 2367 Douglas Sprott, Ontario Can
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Swiss Postage Rates Project

	

Steven S. Weston

Part Il : Foreign Letters

This continues a project to compile and publish a definitive set of
tables of Swiss federal postage rates . We know that some previously
published postal rate tables are incorrect ; if you find an error, please
write describing the error and correction, and enclose a photocopy of
your source document.

My address : Steven S . Weston, PO Box 868, Del Mar CA 92014.
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Auction Results

	

Felix Ganz
Harmer's of New York Sale 14 of the Louise Boyd Dale

and Alfred F. Liechtenstein Collection

Although it's been a few months since this auction was held, this
report should provide an idea of what early Swiss stamps, on and off
cover, sell for at auction in Switzerland.

Harmer's sale, conducted in Zürich on December 8, 1989, consisted
of only 107 lots which were advertised in a very fancy catalog with
color illustrations only . The offerings covered Swiss Cantonals, the
transition period issues, Rayons and Strubels . One lot was withdrawn
and two lots did not sell . The remaining lots realized sFr . 1,475,620
($929,640), including the 15% surcharge to the buyer . An interested
party really should obtain a copy of this catalog in order to understand
what was sold . Practically every good lot sold for much more than the
estimated price, some as much as twenty times the estimate!

Among the Strubels, a 20 Rp bisect (Z .25G), on cover from
Bouveret to Monthey, fetched $13,230 against the estimate of
$6,930. Lot 106, an "exhibition collection prepared for the Junior
Ambassadors," with 14 Cantonals, 110 Strubels, plus other material
including eight covers, was picked up for $13,230 against a cash value
guess of $1,000 - $1,500 (I wonder what the auctioneers missed in
this lot and at least two bidders recognized?).

A Zürich 4 (Z .1 W, position Ill), on a very small piece, beautifully cut,
also went for $13,230 instead of the catalog price of $11,025.
Needless to say that every single lot in this sale had a certificate from
an established expert . (In western Europe, serious collectors refuse to
bid on unexpertised lots ; there are too many fakes around, and have
been since 1870 or earlier .)

An unused strip of all five types of the Zürich 6 (Z .2W), with
creases, wrinkles, and thins, brought only $3,780 against a catalog
guess of $7,500 . Apparently no original gum remained! But the same
stamp, position 37 (Type II), with a red "FRANCO" cancel on piece,
found a new home for $4,725, with a catalog estimate of $1,400.

Lot 10, a cover with a single "Winterthur" tied by both a red and a
black rosette cancel, was knocked down for $29,925 ; no estimate was
given for this item . Four other "Winterthurs," in various states of mild
to greater disrepair, went for $945 to $2,268 (cataloged at $4,250).

Three double Genevas went for $37,800, $21,420 and $50,400
(the last a reverse cut or interverti, off cover), while a half double
Geneva on cover sold for $12,600 (cat . $15,750) . A used Geneva
postal stationery envelope (cat . $18,900) received a successful bid of
$23,940, while two envelope cut-outs, used on envelopes, made
$15,120 and $16,380 (cat . $17,500).

Two Basel Dove covers changed hands at $20,160 each ; a thinned,
but otherwise splendid loose Dove sold for $5,355 (cat . $9,500).

Lot 36 was a cover with two "Vaud" 5 cts . flanking a Rayon II,
canceled 1850 (see illus .) . A guideline price of $5355+ was given,
but the folded entire realized $107,100 . No comment! Another mixed
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No. 36

use example, in the form of a cover front bearing a "Neuchatel" and a
Rayon Il, used from Geneva in 1852, was bid up to $16,380, com-
pared to a given price of $4,250.

An undamaged "Vaud" 4 cts . in very fine condition went for
$15,750 (cat . $19,000), while another "Vaud" 5 cts . on cover from
Coppet sold for $18,270 against the estimate of $3,024.

A pair of Ortspost on an 1851 cover from Brugg realized "only"
$20,160 with an estimate of $47,250. The condition of Ortspost,
Poste Locale and Rayon stamps played a major role in their hammer
prices which ranged from unsold to below catalog to triple and more
catalog. Individual prices realized would be senseless to report because
condition matters so much.

A Rayon II block of eight, stone D RU, unused with full original gum,
found a buyer at $12,600 with a given price of $6,000+ . And,1½
Rayons II on a proper rate cover of 1852 went for $10,080 (estimates
$5,000 and $6,300).

A crummy looking cover, with eight 15 cts . Rayon III (large figure)
plus a Rayon Il, sent to the U .S ., made only $1,764 while a used block
of twelve of the same stamp on piece together with an additional pair
was sold for $47,250 . Condition does it every time!

Mint blocks of four (various stages of "mint") did not do well at or
below catalog valuations ; but a used single of the 1 Fr . gray (Z.27D),
with huge margins, made $1,764 against an estimate of $1,100.

And now you know. Figure $ .63 per sFr. for your conversions ; and
then drool, scream or whatever . If you can afford such pieces, do not
fail to request future catalogs of similar "hot stuff" material.
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Sales Circuit Notes

Since January 1 st to date (March 10), seven new circuits have been
posted and at least three more are planned before Memorial Day . This
year should equal or exceed last year ' s 22 circuits.

The Swiss franc has hovered around 670 for the last couple of
months and shows little sign of weakening . According to the consen-
sus opinion, the franc should trend upward against the dollar.
Therefore, it's unlikely that the price of Swiss philatelic material will
decline in the foreseeable future . Now is a good time to buy or sell.

Buyers: Here are some suggestions to complicate the circuit
manager's life . Each item listed causes unnecessary work and/or
expense, frustration and disruption.
• Fail to include all of your purchases on your sales report.
• When adding your purchases, include some you didn't actually make
and send an overpayment.
• Hold a circuit 3-4 weeks or longer (otherwise the seller might still be
young enough to enjoy his settlement check).
• Even though you receive more than 1-2 circuits a year, go on a five
week trip to Siam and don't notify the circuit manager.
• Fail to fully complete the sales report so the circuit manager can
scurry around to determine what circuit you're actually reporting.
• Don't sign for every item you take and/or don't complete the totals
on the back cover of the sales book because you like to get letters
from the next person on the circuit and the manager noting the
discrepancy.
• Send the circuit on promptly, but hold your sales report for a week
or longer . If your timing is right, you'll get a card from the manager
concerning the whereabouts of the circuit.
• Don't follow all the General Rules for Buyers or the directions
included with every circuit . With luck, the circuit will not get lost or be
damaged even if you disregard the mailing directions, or the circuit
manager will not receive a complaint about your use of a meter strip.
• Complete your circuit participation form indicating interest in many
categories even though you have no real desire to purchase from some
of them. That way you get to pay postage and insurance costs to look
at material you don't care about.

Needless to say, smooth circuit operation depends on doing the
exact opposite of the items listed (each occurred at least twice in
1989) . Most buyers are careful and considerate ; and some make
efforts above and beyond any reasonable expectation . For the small
number of buyers who practice any of the points above : Shape up!

Sellers : We can use good quality material in virtually every category
except post-1960 FDCs and mint or used PJ and PP . Thanks.

Emil L . Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone : 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)
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Postmarks
New post office : Name change:

6342 Baar 2 Oberdorf (2 .10 .89) 6340 Baar to 6340 Baar 1 (2 .10 .89)
Closed post offices:

Thalwil, Aegertli (PkAS) (1 .10 .89) 7517 Plaun da Lej (1 .10 .89) (K-cancel)
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